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Abstract: This paper analyzes the characteristics of small and medium-sized city traffic from four aspects:
the space layout features, road traffic facilities, traffic, and residents travel characteristics, and analyzes cur-
rent bus adverse factors from bus operation and public transport, finally find that the lack of customers and
inadequate attraction were the major factors affecting the development of bus in small and medium-sized ci-
ties. Based on the above analysis, this paper studies how to improve the bus attractiveness in small and me-
dium-sized city, and combining theory and practice, puts forward to take passenger flow cultivation as the
core of planning objectives and positioning the transit planning and development of small and medium-sized
cities; Then based on the appropriate line network layout model in the development of small and medium-
sized cities, this paper introduces the two core layout and multi-level network layout planning strategy; Fi-
nally according to the operation indicators each bus line network is adjusted in order to improve the cov-
erage, comfort, and convenience degree, and achieve the enhancement purpose to the bus attraction and culti-
vating customers, and finally realizes the bus rapid development in small and medium-sized cities.
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1. Introduction
With rapid urbanization and the rapid development of
small and medium-sized cities, in the process of the city
grows, the amount of residents and the increasing car
ownership, small and medium-sized city traffic problem
gradually becomes an important factor restricting the
development of small and medium-sized cities. Expe-
rience has shown that promoting public transport devel-
opment and use is beneficial to improve the efficiency of
road use, reducing vehicle development demand for road
space part [1], can effectively alleviate the traffic prob-
lems in the development of small and medium-sized ci-
ties. But in the process of promoting public transportation
development, small and medium-sized cities is faced
with some problems. That how to develop public trans-
portation, for small and medium-sized cities, urban pub-
lic transportation inadequate infrastructure, poor road
conditions, lack of in-depth understanding the idea of bus
priority, all these problems affect the development of
small and medium-sized city bus. And city bus is still in
its initial stage, there is no suitable for small and me-
dium-sized cities public transportation planning.
Existing public transport planning theory is based on the
research of big cities development extension, and the
difference between big cities and small city, after all, it is
clear that demographic factors, land use, road conditions

and economic development level, and so on factors af-
fecting the urban public transport development. So blind-
ly to the existing public transport planning theory, from
the developing mode of city bus and ignore the small and
medium-sized city itself is obviously unreasonable condi-
tions, development of small and medium-sized city bus
to little effect.
Based on the above background, the development of
small and medium-sized city public transport, developing
small and medium-sized urban transit planning research,
explore the small and medium-sized urban public trans-
port planning and development model, building layout is
reasonable, convenient and applicable multilevel theory-
oriented, and combining the resources of the local small
and medium-sized cities, the maximum to meet the de-
mand of residents, etc., has important practical signific-
ance.

2. Small and Medium-sized City Traffic De-
velopment
2.1. Small and medium-sized city traffic characteris-
tics

Small and medium-sized city traffic laws there are many
different for larger cities, this article from the small and
medium-sized city space layout, road traffic facilities,
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traffic, residents travel characteristics for small and me-
dium-sized city traffic characteristics summarized below.
(1) The small and medium-sized city space layout cha-
racteristics. Small and medium-sized city space layout is
generally a single center type layout, land development
and traffic many disharmonious factors. The urban spa-
tial structure and urban economy, population and geo-
graphical conditions, tend to develop the author mode. So
the bus lines extending layout has the certain difficulty.
Land for industrial, residential and other mixed degree of
larger cities. The characteristics of the direct impact on
bus lines planning layout [2].
(2) Road traffic facilities. The overall scale of small and
medium-sized city road network is low. Status of road
network distribution imbalance, one with lower branch
scale, road network accessibility. Uneven development of
roads, road network is relatively concentrated in the old
city, road and only some bus lanes, and preference to
import, not into the net. As a result, bus run at road inter-
section are greatly influenced by the bus [3].
(3) The traffic. Human traffic serious motorized. On the
one hand, small and medium-sized city road management,
urban road parking at random, motor vehicles and the
locomotive to encroach on mutual way; On the other
hand, the masses of public traffic concept is yet to be
improved, the daily traffic behavior are larger cities lag
behind.
(4) Residents travel characteristics. Small and medium-
sized cities due to the space is lesser, the residents travel
concept difference. Non-motor vehicle travel percentage
accounted for the main part, low proportion of transit
mode [4]. As shown in figure 1. Bus 9%; Private car 2%;
Bicycle 27%; Walk 62%.

2.2. The current situation of the development of small
and medium-sized city bus

(1) Bus operation (ticket price, services). Know a city bus
we have to understand a city bus service and ticket prices,
the two problems directly affect the bus appeals to people.
Bus service including operation time, departure interval,
and the average spacing of bus, running speed, etc. [5].
(2) Public transport (vehicles, line network, terminal).
From the perspective of the development of public trans-
port vehicles, small and medium-sized city bus is too
little, car ownership is too low. Ten thousand people
from the perspective of theory-oriented, theory-oriented
and unreasonable layout, inadequate wire mesh size, bus
blind area. Wire mesh in single center radiation, low den-
sity general line network; Small and medium-sized city
line network density distribution unevenly, the old line
network density is too high and low density of the sur-
rounding area. Part road repeat coefficient is too high,
cause traffic pressure. From the perspective of terminal:
at the end of the city's first station land use restrictions,
part of the line without special station at the end of the

first, and temporary presence; Most intermediate stops
with direct type is given priority to, little bus bay, the
platform and the platform is too humble, without rest
area of passengers and facilities of the wind and rain.

2.3. The crux of small and medium-sized cities

(1) The total amount is less, small dishes, and bus is less
attractive. The development of public transport problems
long departure intervals, site coverage rate lower, bus
passenger station on foot and waiting for the bus for a
long time, bus service level is low; Bus lines operating
time is short, the residents at night can only choose to
rent or other way, the travel cost is high. These problems
seriously affect the residents' travel choice, make the bus
less attractive.
(2) The theory-oriented and function level is not clear,
reasonable layout pattern owed. Most current bus routes
for linking lines, service functions and objects not clear,
lead to problems such as high repetition coefficient, small
coverage; Line network layout model is a single center
(bus station or central) radiant, though accustomed to the
status quo of urban traffic overall direction, but not clear
on the strong, with the expansion of urban space needs
adjustment.
(3) The urban and rural public transport need to reposi-
tion. The entry section of the current urban and rural bus
to assume the function of part of the city bus, while on
the one hand can make up for the inadequacy of city bus
online, but the nature of the cause of urban and rural bus
contract management with the city's bus into competition,
and random fluctuation phenomenon such as guest, even
parking guest, increased the difficulty of the urban traffic
management and brought negative influence to the city
bus.

3. Bus Planning Model
3.1. The principle of developing small and medium-
sized city bus

Due to the small and medium-sized city bus development
problem, small and medium-sized city bus line network
generally small scale, low line network function disorder,
vehicle ownership, scarce, township bus and city bus
passenger flow vicious competition, small and medium-
sized city bus to get a full development, must firmly
grasp the following principles:
(1) The primary cultivation principle of passenger flow.
By increasing the bus convenience, comfort, reduce the
waiting time and ticket price discount to enhance bus
attraction.
(2) The line network layout arrangement is reasonable.
Clear line network function, the level is clear. On the
development of small and medium-sized city industrial
park, economic development zone.
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(3) The city bus and the villages and towns public trans-
port overall consideration. Comprehensive enhancement
of urban cohesion on surrounding villages and towns,
promote urban-rural integration construction.
(4) Public transport planning focus on combining with
the characteristics of small and medium-sized cities land-
scape, tourism.

3.2. Line network planning strategy

In this paper, small and medium-sized cities in central
and double or more center bus station (supplemented, bus
station, railway station) at the center of the city net radia-
tion pattern, form the multi-level theory-oriented and
layout. Planning to build the "mainline + feeder line (tra-
vel) + interval" three levels of urban public transport line
network and auxiliary line network of township bus into
the city.
(1) "Two centers" radiation pattern. The city center, face
the inner cities, the center outward radiation, ensure that
can reach the city within the scope of position, can be
convenient to the city center to the citizens.
(2) Urban transit .The main line is given priority to with
the status quo of passenger corridor and combined with
the city of the future development direction, guide urban
development, determine the bus line, mainly undertakes
the main passenger corridor, routes throughout the city,
north and south, east-west; And along the large and me-
dium-sized the hubs, large and medium-sized residential
setting.
(3) The villages and towns theory-oriented. Township
bus thrust deep into the city, mainly to undertake key
contact between the town and city, city bus, reduce bus
blind area in urban areas. Stimulate the township resident
travel demand driving the development of cities.
3.3 Bus improvement measures
For small and medium-sized cities with "passenger" as
the core goal, encryption urban transit, gradual adjust-
ment line network layout mode, transformation of urban
and rural passenger transport line, expanding the cover-
age of public transport, to ensure that the public traffic
planning goals, achieve the targets put forward the fol-
lowing requirements:
(1) The main line. Given priority to with the status quo of
passenger corridor and combined with the city of the
future development direction, it can be appropriately ex-
tended lines at the end of the first station to the neighbor-
ing towns.
(2) Side. With different land for urban public service
facilities set transit feeder for guidelines. It can circuitous
set appropriately, non linear coefficient can be greater
than 1. 4 to meet the demands of the development of
small and medium-sized cities.
(3) The small and medium-sized cities within the old
station distance shortened. General bus station is set to
500 m, and according to the small and medium-sized

cities urban areas, the old station spacing can be reduced
to 300 m, local area can be below 300 m. Advice about
400 m, new city development zone can be set up around
500 m.
(4) Set up the platform. Platform of small and medium-
sized cities set up more in order to direct type is given
priority to, and facilities are too humble. And the road
condition is poor old road, easy to cause traffic jams.
Suggestions according to road sections, traffic conditions
into a bus bay bus stop. The platform set up also can be
combined with local characteristics. For instance, the bus
lines plan of Suzhou. As shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Bus lines plan of Suzhou

(5) Models to choose. Settings can be combined with
small and medium-sized city road conditions, it is rec-
ommended that the feeder can use small cars. Can be run
on the road conditions limited within the old city.

4. Conclusion
Through a lot of investigation and study, ana-lyze the key
point of the development of the small and medium-sized
city bus enhanced bus attraction. So the early bus plan-
ning scheme should be small and medium-sized cities is
how to improve the attraction of the bus, cultivating a
stage of passenger flow. And the main points of the tradi-
tional public transport planning theory to improve attrac-
tion is to improve the convenience and comfort, it is ap-
plicable to big cities. But for small and medium-sized
cities, increase the source point is should try to combine
the characteristics of the city and residents travel mode,
flexible bus routes and departure intervals, models and
prices. This article focuses on the development problem
of small and medium-sized city bus, bus planning prin-
ciples and strategies and Suggestions to line network
planning measures. Bus operation in the development of
public transportation is a very important part of remains
to be further research. In short, medium and small urban
public transport planning is different from the general
city public transportation planning, needs to be studied
for its unique cities to carry out.
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